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ifJD.plication 0£ the present US approach iS 'M4~ 
i~t11:g facilities, safeguarded in some way, O'MN;"*. 
~' eg that they will not try to insist on 
~tling them. Do we agree? 

& seems little disposition to deploy pressure• 
ltage beyond those required by US law. (The 

ue*ralians have made the point orally and in ve27 
l•~eral terms that continuation of the centrifuge 
~~6X'amme could affect relations.) This attitude fo 
Dressures seems realistic in the light of our conel\Ut 
Neea we seek to go further in our own next presentav~ ...... 
to Ministers? 

l It might on the other hand be worth reviewing our o 
"'incentive" options. We seem agreed that we should 
net tr.y to buy the Pakistanis off, eg by conditional 
~f£ers of increased aid. But is there anything we c 
~&7 about security assurances following Pakistan's 
wathdrawal from Canto, willingness to sell conventi0?1al 
anns or equipment for a safeguarded civil nuclear 
programme, or our approach to aid,which could rei.nf'i ~e 
American incentives? 

'.Dhe .Americans have now taken the initiative over ai lQBJa 
action. In addition to the Western Governments meat;i.;w!UlflJl~;
above they are trying to engage both the Chine e an4 
Saudis. We have suggested that they should speak to 
llU&sians. Further consultation with them will be De8.Q111f.t.
batore we can put more specific recommendations on 
di~lomatic action to Ministers. In the meantime we h 
no~ hitherto drawn our own posts in Jedda and Pekiog 
discussion on this subject. There could be value in ~Q~[). 
'"· 
Do we accept the tactical wisdom of the American d~ 
to ;resent the problem as one of an unsa!eguarded ~-9-1~ 
~ather than one of a weapons programme? It so 
ot Ul orchestrated international condemnation Q 
does not arise for the moment. 
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with South Africa. Such a move would be more e!tec 
agreed by all NSG members, but nothing precludes u , 
part o! our non-proliferation policy, from actin 
unilaterally. 

10. ~inally - and this is essentially something for S -
that we shall need to set out more clearly for incom1n 
our own assessment of the right balance between non-proli~e 
tactors, and other regional political considerations, in th 
handling of this issue with the Pakistanis. It may also be ··-~• 
at the same time to take a view on likely internal pol t ea 
developments in Pakistan and how these mie;ht affect reeeptiv 
to the idea of turning awa:y from a weapons programme. 

!.J.1Q_ 
R J Alston 
Joint Nuclear Unit 

19 April 1979 

cc: Mr Moberly o/r 
Sir C Rose (Cabinet Office) 
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